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This book is about change. It is as much a how-to guide for using a wiki as it is a how-to guide for making change happen. Status quo often becomes the norm when the tools available to people are difficult to use, highly structured and only meet a narrow set of needs, and don’t elicit a positive emotional connection from the people that use them. The wiki is a product of the idea that change can replace status quo as the norm if people have tools that do respond to their needs, emphasize the importance of people in building and managing knowledge, and maximize the feeling that they’re in charge of their own success.

In this book, you’ll explore the value of collaborative approaches that emphasize equal responsibility over hierarchy, look at the key differences between Wikipedia and thewikis used by organizations, and explorewhatmakes awiki different from other tools used for communication and collaboration. Based on my work running large-scalewiki projects and advising organizations on their wiki adoption, I’ve laid out a plan that shows you how to make the case for a wiki in your organization, run a wiki pilot that builds real, highly relevant examples you can use later on to grow wiki use, drive adoption throughout your organization, and minimize obstacles along the way.
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A PhD Is Not Enough!: A Guide to Survival in ScienceBasic Books, 2011

	
		Despite your graduate education, brainpower, and technical prowess, your career in scientific research is far from assured. Permanent positions are scarce, science survival is rarely part of formal graduate training, and a good mentor is hard to find.

	
		In A Ph.D. Is Not Enough!, physicist Peter J. Feibelman lays...
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Practical TLA+: Planning Driven DevelopmentApress, 2018

	
		
			
				Learn how to design complex, correct programs and fix problems before writing a single line of code. This book is a practical, comprehensive resource on TLA+ programming with rich, complex examples. Practical TLA+ shows you how to use TLA+ to specify a complex system and test the design itself for...
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Sams Teach Yourself eBay in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself - Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2011

	Sams Teach Yourself eBay® in 10 Minutes


	 


	Michael Miller


	 


	Sams Teach Yourself eBay in 10 Minutes offers straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working...
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Wiley Encyclopedia of Telecommunications , 5 Volume SetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"...contains a wealth of information treating all aspects of telecommunications...an excellent reference source...recommended." (Choice, Vol. 41, No. 1, September 2003)     

       Engineers have long required a comprehensive yet concise resource to turn to for reliable, up-to-date information on the continually...
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API Design for C++Morgan Kaufmann, 2011

	Writing large applications in C++ is a complex and tricky business. However, designing reusable C++
	interfaces that are robust, stable, easy to use, and durable is even more difficult. The best way to succeed
	in this endeavor is to adhere to the tenets of good Application Programming Interface (API)
	design.


	An API presents a...
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Learning PHP and MySQLO'Reilly, 2006
The PHP scripting language and MySQL open-source database are quite
 effective independently, but together they make a simply unbeatable
 team. When working hand-in-hand, they serve as the standard for the
 rapid development of dynamic, database-driven websites. This
 combination is so popular, in fact, that it's attracting...
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